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Chapter 41 - Zhao Yanyan Made A Decision 

"Yuechan’s sister why did you do that to both of us? " 

Zhao Yanyan Asked why Chu Yuechan teased the two of them until there was a misunderstanding 

between the two of them. 

"Actually, I just wanted to test how you react when Ye Chen has another woman, but I didn’t know you 

would be that angry, hehehe" 

Chu Yuechan Really wanted to test Zhao Yanyan because in the future more women would come to Ye 

Chen, Chu Yuechan wanted to see whether Zhao Yanyan could accept other women or not. 

"Another woman? Does Ye Chen have another woman out there? " 

"For now Ye Chen is only you, but in the future there will definitely be many women that Ye Chen has, 

maybe dozens, hundreds, or even thousands: v". 

" But why ? , what I am not enough for him, why Ye Chen still have to have another woman ". 

Zhao Yanyan feels a little strange that one man can have dozens or hundreds of wives. Every modern 

woman does not like to share a partner with another woman, because on earth it is a modern era that 

favors gender equality, so only a few women want to be scabies / concubines of others in this world . 

Chu Yuechan did not know about that. Because Chu Yuechan lived in an era where even one man could 

have up to dozens of concubines, even the King of the Lord of the stars had thousands, even tens of 

thousands, because that was the one man had many women who were not anxious for Chu Yuechan. 

So Chu Yuechan explained about the world of cultivation and why Ye Chen needed many women in the 

future, because Zhao Yanyan was still a layman in this matter, Chu Yuechan had to work extra hard to 

explain it so that Zhao Yanyan could understand. 

At first Zhao Yanyan was quite confused with what was said by Chu Yuechan but eventually Zhao Yanyan 

began to Understand. 

"Then what sister of Yue Chan (Yin) from me is not enough for Ye Chen?" 

"Well, that won’t be enough, if Ye Chen absorbs too much (Yin) from you, it won’t be good for you, and 

I’m sure even if you force Ye Chen, Ye Chen will definitely not want to do it." 

"Well you might be the true sister of Yuechan". 

Zhao Yanyan sighed, Zhao Yanyan was still doubtful whether he could accept it or not. 

Chu Yuechan saw a hint of doubt in Zhao Yanyan’s eyes, then Chu Yuechan said "Yanyan’s sister do you 

love Ye Chen? ". 

"Yes, I love him very much, but. . . " 

" but what ? , if you really love him you should support him after many sacrifices made by Ye Chen, a 

good woman is a woman who can support her man and can accept all the shortcomings he has ". 



After hearing Chu Yuechan’s words Zhao Yanyan then pondered, Ye Chen always helped him when Zhao 

Yanyan was in trouble and now it was Zhao Yanyan’s turn to help Ye Chen get (Yin) so Ye Chen could 

continue to live. 

"Little brother. Now that you’ve entered the path of a cultivator, so don’t think like a mortal creature 

that can only live for decades." 

Chu Yuechan said, explaining that after Zhao Yanyan did Dual Cultivation with Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan 

immediately broke into the first level Realm spirit formation. 

This is a very extraordinary progress because in just one night managed to rise Two worlds, it can be 

seen how the benefits can be obtained only from doing Dual Cultivation with Ye Chen. 

After pondering well Zhao Yanyan finally made the decision "Yuechan’s sister, I will definitely always 

support Ye Chen beside him from now on, because I am his first wife". 

Hearing this Chu Yuechan’s Seyum bloomed like a flower, finally Yu Yuechan was able to convince Zhao 

Yanyan, and future problems would definitely not be too difficult, when Zhao Yanyan’s special body 

woke up completely, surely his mind patterns would become more advanced, and could accept 

everything easily. 

"I’m glad you’ve made your own decision, then how about we go take a shower and change clothes, the 

water here can make you more relaxed and fresh, let’s try it" 

Without waiting for an answer from Zhao Yanyan, Chu Yuechan immediately pulled Zhao Yanyan’s hand 

and disappeared from the room. 

Whereas Ye Chen was still faithfully waiting outside the Dual Cultivation watchman waiting for Zhao 

Yanyan to come out and explain to him. 

But until now there were no signs that Zhao Yanyan and Chu Yuechan wanted to come out so Ye Chen 

could only wait bored. 

Ye Chen didn’t know that Chu Yuechan and also Zhao Yanyan had left the room, because the Dual 

cultivation room had a barrier that prevented outsiders from being able to know what was being done 

inside. 

Chu Yuechan took Zhao Yanyan into a room, when Zhao Yanyan entered the room Zhao Yanyan saw a 

large pool about 70/80 meters in diameter. 

Oddly That Pool One side emits steam and one side does not, because Curious Zhao Yanyan tried one of 

its Side that emits steam, Zhao Yanyan began to get used to the weirdness of this weirdness. 

When Zhao Yanyan dipped his hand, Zhao Yanyan felt a warm feeling from this water, and when Zhao 

Yanyan tried to dip his hand again on the other side, the water on the other side was very cold as cold as 

ice. 

Zhao Yanyan Reflected in Water that was as Clear as that Mirror, Zhao Yanyan felt Something Different 

from his face, for some reason Zhao Yanyan felt that he was getting more beautiful. 



Zhao Yanyan tried to hold his face and felt that his face really was very soft, supple and moist, Zhao 

Yanyan also tried the parts of his hands and the results, the skin on Zhao Yanyan’s hands was really 

almost the same as his face. 

Zhao Yanyan didn’t remember having this beautiful skin like this before, so Zhao Yanyan asked Tanya in 

her heart about this very sudden change. 

Chu Yuechan who saw Zhao Yanyan’s strange behavior reflecting in the water touched his face with his 

finger, so Chu Yuechan asked "Yanyan’s sister what are you doing" 

"Yuechan sister, I don’t know why I feel something is different from me, I feel that I’m getting prettier, 

what do you think? " 

"Hehehe, that is the effect of doing dual cultivation with Ye Chen, besides being able to increase 

strength can also make a woman not grow old and get even more beautiful, maybe Yanyan’s sister can 

be beautiful like me if she routinely conducts dual cultivation with Ye Chen. 

Chu Yuechan explained the benefits of doing Dual Cultivation with Ye Chen. 

"Really?" Zhao Yanyan could not believe that carrying out dual cultivation with Ye Chen could have this 

effect. 

"Wait if this is discovered by other women, the women are even more willing to have sex with sexual 

relations with Ye Chen". 

The temptation to be beautiful is what every woman cannot resist, even women willing to spend 

millions of dollars to stay young and beautiful. 

Moreover, women only have to do dual cultivation with Ye Chen, besides being free the women will get 

unparalleled pleasure. 

Chu Yuechan just laughed next to Zhao Yanyan 

Zhao Yanyan did not wear clothes from the beginning only a blanket wrapped around it, after the 

blanket fell Zhao Yanyan’s naked body which was very beautiful can be seen clearly. 

Zhao Yanyan then walked towards the bathing pool, Zhao Yanyan didn’t like the cold water so Zhao 

Yanyan decided to go to the warm side of the water. 

When Zhao Yanyan buried her whole body, Zhao Yanyan felt a very relaxed feeling. 

Zhao Yanyan Hearing The sound of people taking off clothes from behind so Zhao Yanyan was curious 

then Zhao Yanyan looked back and saw. 

Zhao Yanyan saw that Chu Yuechan had wasted all his clothes, Apart from having a peerless face, Chu 

Yuechan’s Naked Body was truly Perfect, His figure was like a demon with a waist Like a willow tree, had 

very Sexy legs and also the two F Cup tops that had the shape Perfect. 

This combination can drive men crazy if you see it. 



Chu Yuechan also entered into the side of the warm bathing pool and soaked next to Zhao Yanyan, Zhao 

Yanyan who looked at the two peaks of Chu Yuechan mountain and compared it with his newly 

developing property. 

Men like to compare their younger brothers, Likewise women like to compare their body parts. 

Eventually the two of them began to cleanse their bodies with warm water and chat with the topic 

about Ye Chen. 

Zhao Yanyan Is Quite Difficult because this shirt is difficult to wear, because Zhao Yanyan has never worn 

this Serumit shirt before. 

Chu Yuechan had finished wearing his clothes, seeing that Zhao Yanyan was very difficult in wearing his 

clothes, Chu Yuechan then helped Zhao Yanyan How to wear it. 

After being assisted by Chu Yuechan, finally Zhao Yanyan finished wearing it, Zhao Yanyan looked very 

beautiful when wearing this outfit like a fairy descending from heaven. 

Zhao Yanyan who saw herself in the mirror could not believe that ancient clothes were very suitable for 

her, making Zhao Yanyan look even more beautiful. 

After finishing up they both intend to meet Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was still waiting patiently in front of that room’s door, finally the door opened and Ye Chen saw 

Chu Yuechan and also Zhao Yanyan come out of the room, and Zhao Yanyan was wearing clothes that 

were almost the same as those worn by Chu Yuechan. 

Zhao Yanyan in clothes like that really looked like a beautiful fairy. 

Zhao Yanyan then walked closer to Ye Chen 

"Yanyan me. . Before Ye Chen could finish his words, Zhao Yanyan’s fingers closed his mouth. 

"Ye Chen doesn’t need to explain it again Yuechan’s sister Already explained it to me everything" 

Ye Chen looked towards Chu Yuechan, and Chu Yuechan gave Ye Chen a mischievous smile. 

"Ok" 

"Ye Chen, what do I think of my appearance? " 

"You look so beautiful in that wife’s clothes." 

Zhao Yanyan felt very happy being praised by Ye Chen and his heart was full of blooming flowers. 

Chapter 42 - Fairy Gate Level Up 

Zhao Yanyan "oh yes husband what are we going to do next? " 

"Ye Chen, how about we choose several techniques for Yanyan’s younger sister, however Yanyan’s 

younger sister has entered the world of cultivation and Yanyan’s younger sister hasn’t had any 

technique yet" 



Chu Yuechan asked Ye Chen to immediately go to the Technical Storage Pagoda, Ye Chen also realized 

that Zhao Yanyan had entered the World of Cultivation and was already at the beginning of the Realm’s 

spirit formation. 

The progress of Zhao Yanyan was truly astonishing only by doing Dual Cultivation with Ye Chen, 

moreover Zhao Yanyan from the beginning was only a Normal Human Who did not even Enter the 

Martial Realm level. 

But only in the Overnight Time has risen Two worlds are immediately at the initial level of Spirit 

formation Realm, If Cultivators on earth who have practiced several decades and could only set foot on 

the level of Spirit formation Realm knew this news, They would definitely vomit blood. 

Finally Ye Chen went together with Zhao Yanyan and Chu Yuechan to the pagoda tower a place where 

cultivation techniques were stored. 

While on the road Ye Chen did not forget to explain the basis of cultivation to Zhao Yanyan. 

His father Ye Chen and the Women arrived in front of the entrance to the pagoda, then they all entered 

into it. 

"Our wife has arrived at the place of cultivation of cultivation techniques, let’s see. See and if you find a 

technique that you like, take it." 

After that Yanyan went to the existing shelves and began to search for the technique he liked. 

"Ne Yuechan do you think that cultivation technique is suitable for Yanyan? " 

Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan because Chu Yuechan’s experience was richer than him 

"Because Yanyan’s younger sister has a Body Saint then the technique of light attribute should be the 

most suitable for her". 

"But let Yanyan’s little brother choose what he likes, let fate find his own way, but it seems like it will 

take a while." 

After saying that Chu Yuechan sat in the same chair when Ye Chen first arrived at this pagoda. 

Ye Chen looked at Zhao Yanyan who was sorting out the technical books one by one, the speed of Zhao 

Yanyan was really very slow. 

To Wait for Zhao Yanyan to Get the Technique Yang Zhao Yanyan wanted Ye Chen to sit next to Chu 

Yuechan and wait patiently. 

After about 4 hours, Zhao Yanyan finally got the desired technique, Zhao Yanyan took the first two 

techniques, the Light Technique to punish the sky, and the second technique was the Goddess melody 

technique. 

Ye Chen saw the description of the technique that Zhao Yanyan was holding in his hand 

The Penalty Light Technique of the Heavens; Anyone who cultivates this technique can use the Light 

attribute, and this technique also has a few special attacks. 



Only 3 Skills in this book can be used after learning the Light of Heaven’s Judgment, That is the Light 

Chain, the Shield of Light, and also the Light Sword. 

Light Chain: Can Seal all enemy movements for a while, the duration of sealing enemy movements 

depends on the level of pengunannya. 

Light Shield: make a Protection Around the User and fend off all attacks made by the enemy, the 

defense force also adjusts to the level of use. 

Light Sword "Making a Flying Sword From Light, This flying sword can be used to attack an enemy or to 

defend against an enemy attack, to control the movement of the flying sword. 

And the second technique is the melody technique of the Goddess "The female goddess who plays 

music in the battlefield which makes the allies get blessings and for the enemies get a curse. 

This technique can strengthen the power of friends, and can confuse the enemy of melodies that are 

released and have a very broad range, melodic goddess technique can also kill many enemies from a 

great distance. 

Unfortunately this technique is not suitable for melee, as much as possible the user of this technique to 

keep his distance from his enemy. 

But according to Ye Chen, if the Light of Heaven’s punishment and Technique of the Goddess melody is 

combined, it will be very suitable and complementary. 

Ye Chen read the Second Description of this Technique, and according to Ye Chen this technique was 

quite good. But unfortunately both of them were only a first-level manual and were still incomplete. 

"Yuechan do you know where the continuation of this manual technique is? " 

Ye Chen asked because he felt that this technique was incomplete if Zhao Yanyan learned it. 

"For the advanced level of the Light Judge Technique, the sky is on the top floor, in this pagoda it 

consists of 5 floors and the floor that we are currently occupying is the first floor". 

"The technique here is mostly low-ranking God techniques or incomplete techniques and if you want to 

learn all the full versions you have to search all the floors in this pagoda." 

Chu Yuechan explained to Ye Chen about the details in this pagoda. 

"You mean if you want the full version we have to search upstairs? "Ye Chen asked 

" Yes you could say so " 

"Then what are we waiting for let’s go up to the next floor" 

Ye Chen wanted to immediately see the technique on the second floor right now. 

"The second floor is currently inaccessible or not yet open". 

"Then how do you make the second floor? " 

Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan how to open the second floor of this pagoda. 



"The problem is you are still at level two, and to open the second floor requires level 20 to access it" 

Chu Yuechan explained How to open the Second Floor of this pagoda. 

"Level? what do you mean Yuechan? " 

Ye Chen still hadn’t fully known the ins and outs of the Fairy Gate’s Secrets, for Ye Chen the Fairy Gate 

really had a lot of Mysteries stored up. 

"Uh. . . , it’s my fault, I forgot to explain at the beginning to you, because you were too cool in practice 

when you first came here ". 

Then Chu Yuechan explained to Ye Chen more about this Fairy Gate. 

"The first few places that are in this fairy gate are still inaccessible or not yet open, and to open them 

you must increase the level of the fairy gate’s authority." 

"You only need to think about your status details to find out your current level". 

Ye Chen then followed the instructions given by Chu Yuechan and tried it. 

When Ye Chen thought about it, a Setatus Window appeared in front of Ye Chen, this Status Window 

had some neatly written information. 

Details of the Fairy Gate ruler 

Lvl: 2 

Name: Ye Chen 

Age: 19 years old 

Strength: Ancient warrior Realm 

Inherited: God of Sage 

Technique: King’s Heart Technique, Gods Path Technique, Step Nine Shadow, DESOLATE PALMS 

Technique,? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? (Author’s note: The following Technical Details follow: V). 

Woman: Zhao Yanyan 

Current Exp: 14/84 

"Hmmm, then how do I get Exp? " 

Ye Chen was already at the second level, but Ye Chen still didn’t know how to get his experience 

"There are 3 ways to memorize Exp 1. Conquering Women, 2. Training your women, 3. do Dual 

Cultivation with your woman, well that’s 3 Ways to get Exp So you can Raise Your Level, Every level up 

there will be a mysterious gift and new things will open at the Fairy Gate ". 

Chu Yuechan explained 3 ways to be able to Level Up, Now Ye Chen understood why Chu Yuechan was 

insisting that Ye Chen could quickly find many women, the more women the faster the Fairy Gate could 

level up. 



Zhao Yanyan was left alone, Zhao Yanyan didn’t understand what Ye Chen was talking about, and could 

only hear next to the two of them. 

Ye Chen had just leveled up and had not yet taken the prize so Ye Chen pressed Take the prize, then 

several Posts appeared on the Window screen. 

Congratulations on reaching level 2 of the fairy gate lord, this is the gift you will get: Marrow x3, Zither 

lotus x1, Heaven peach seedlings, Lvl 1 growth Aray in the Medicinal Garden is Open. 

For marrow pills it was useless for Ye Chen but for Zhao Yanyan it was a good thing. 

The second item Ye Chen Sees in His Details: Weapons used by the Flower Elves in the past to sweep the 

battlefield, unfortunately this tool has been damaged and lost its power, now this tool is entered into a 

Level 3 Spiritual Weapon. 

Ye Chen thought that the Zither lotusber was related to the Goddess Melody Technique. 

So Ye Chen thought of giving this Spiritual tool to Zhao Yanyan only, and looked for ways to improve it in 

the future. 

The third item is heaven peach seedlings: this fruit can restore the power of a cultivator in a certain 

julah, and it seems that in all the deva realms no fruit can defeat its delicacy. 

This Peach takes 100 days to bear fruit until ripe and ready to eat. 

And Lastly Aray growth Lvl 1 Arrangement of aray that can accelerate the growth of plants, fruit, 

medicine, etc. Up to 50X fold from normal. 

If a Peach takes 100 days for the fruit to ripen, if using the Aray Arrangement it only takes 2 days for the 

Fruit to ripen. 

Chapter 43 - Practicing Technique 

Ye Chen received all the prizes, they all went straight into the Fairy Gate storage, and this Fairy Gate had 

an infinite storage capacity, this was far better than Ye Chen’s Storage Ring. 

Because the Principle Is Similar to a Storage Ring and It’s Impossible to See, It’s Very Suitable for Ye 

Chen. 

"My wife has a good gift for you" 

Ye Chen then took the marrow-washing pills and the zither lotus and handed them to Zhao Yanyan. 

Zhao Yanyan Received Pill Bottles and Zither That Looks Very Beautiful, Zhao Yanyan Loves Traditional 

Musical Instruments, Therefore Zhao Yanyan draws on techniques related to musical instruments. 

Ye Chen also explained that this Zither lotus was a spiritual weapon and had special powers. 

"Yanyan’s younger sister. How about I teach you these two techniques, come with me". 

After that Chu Yuechan took Zhao Yanyan to the practice room to practice these two new techniques. 

"Your husband wants to come with us? ? " 



Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen to go to the training room 

"You guys go first I’ll follow you soon" 

Ye Chen wanted to follow the two of them but first Ye Chen wanted to plant the seeds of the Peach 

Heaven first, so Ye Chen hurried to the Medicinal Garden. 

Arriving in the medicinal garden Ye Chen searched for the Empty Land to Plant Heaven Peach Seeds. 

For Ye Chen’s Growth Aray Technique You can at any time make it possible to disable or disable it. 

After Finishing Planting Heaven Peach seedlings Ye Chen went Following Zhao Yanyan and Chu Yuechan. 

Ye Chen finally arrived in the practice room and saw Zhao Yanyan being lectured by the Chu Yuechan 

Basic Problem to become a cultivator. 

Ye Chen Didn’t Want to relax, Ye Chen wanted to practice his technique further, to become even more 

perfect. 

These three people did not realize that time had passed for a whole day, and Zhao Yanyan had 

successfully mastered the basis of the two techniques. 

Zhao Yanyan showed off that technique to Ye Chen, like a little girl who showed off her new toy. 

Ye Chen only smiled at Zhao Yanyan’s behavior. 

Ye Chen brought Zhao Yanyan out of this place, Ye Chen then gave Zhao Yanyan one of the 3 keys of the 

fairy gate, this fairy gate key was a special right for women because it could go in and out of the fairy 

gate completely. 

This Fairy Gate Key Turns Out is a Mark that Appears in Zhao Yanyan’s left hand, and this mark will 

appear if Zhao Yanyan wants to enter or from the Fairy Gate. 

When Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan came out it turned out that they were still outside, Ye Chen looked at 

the clock on the wall and showed me it was nine o’clock at night. 

"My husband wants to take a shower first". 

After saying that Zhao Yanyan immediately went into the bathroom and prepared to take a shower. 

Ye Chen was currently quite exhausted after practicing some of his techniques, Ye Chen lay on the bed 

of the bed. 

When Ye Chen was relaxing, suddenly the cellphone rang, when Ye Chen looked at his cell phone it 

turned out that it wasn’t his. 

Ye Chen saw that the cellphone that was ringing belonged to Zhao Yanyan. 

When Ye Chen took it, it turned out that the person who was calling Zhao Yanyan was Lin Rouxi. 

Ye Chen looked at the bathroom door and saw that Zhao Yanyan was taking a shower, so Ye Chen 

decided to lift it. 

When the call was connected "Yanyan, where are you now, why aren’t you home yet". 



Lin Rouxi’s tone on the cellphone seemed to be very worrying about Zhao Yanyan’s condition. 

"Teacher Lin is currently Yanyan with me so you don’t need to worry." 

"Who are you ?, how is Yanyan’s cellphone in your hands?" 

"It’s me Ye Chen and now Yanyan is taking a bath so I picked up his cellphone" 

"Are you Ye Chen? Ye Chen, you say Yanyan is taking a shower? , actually what are you doing together 

with Yanyan Now ". 

Ye Chen spoke wrongly, so Lin Rouxi actually showered him with so many questions. 

Luckily Zhao Yanyan was out of the bathroom and was wearing a towel. 

"Yanyan teacher Lin called you, this is for you" 

Ye Chen handed the phone to Zhao Yanyan. 

Zhao Yanyan Yang Received the Phone was completely scolded by Lin Rouxi, leaving Zhao Yanyan 

helpless. 

Luckily Zhao Yanyan was good at making excuses for Lin Rouxi to believe in her. 

After the phone was turned off Zhao Yanyan looked at Ye Chen with a complaining look. 

"Ye Chen It’s your fault, I was scolded by Rouxi’s sister". 

"Hahaha, what can I do with it, oh yeah are you going home to where you live? ". 

"Sister Lin told me to go home soon because it was very late" 

"Okay I’ll take you". 

After that Zhao Yanyan immediately changed his clothes to the clothes that he was wearing before, 

when Zhao Yanyan changed his clothes Ye Chen never took his eyes off of Zhao Yanyan’s body. 

Zhao Yanyan was not shy about being seen by Ye Chen when he was naked, instead Zhao Yanyan felt 

quite happy. 

After a little more or less minutes, Zhao Yanyan finished dressing and dressing. 

Ye Chen then immediately drove Zhao Yanyan home by flying, because it was far faster than walking. 

Finally Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyn arrived at the front gate of the girl’s dormitory. 

"Husband Until here only" 

Zhao Yanyan then went towards the entrance of the hostel, but while taking a few steps Zhao Yanyan 

turned back and kissed Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was not ready with Zhao Yanyan’s sudden attack 

Zhao Yanyan: "My real husband does not want to be separated from you". 



It was natural because Zhao Yanyan felt that the two of them were new beauties and did not want to be 

separated as far as possible. 

Ye Chen: "What do you say if you want to meet me you can enter the fairy gate, wherever we are we 

can meet at any time". 

Zhao Yanyan, "Not tonight. I want to just rest. I am quite exhausted from fighting, Husband until 

Tomorrow again. 

After saying that Zhao Yanyan left Ye Chen’s arms and ran towards the entrance of the dormitory. 

After the figure of Zhao Yanyan was not seen again Ye Chen decided to leave this place and immediately 

returned to the hotel to rest too. 

Chapter 44 - Delicious Peaches 

The next day Ye Chen left to go to school, last night after returning to take Zhao Yanyan Ye Chen home 

and sleep in his room. 

Today the weather is very bright and beautiful, people are also starting to go to work looking for money 

for the necessities of life. 

Upon arrival near the school, Chen Chen suddenly was stopped by several people, these people were 

carrying iron pipes and clubs. 

"Are you Ye Chen? " 

The person who spoke to Ye Chen all parts of his head were wrapped in bandages like a walking 

mummy, Ye Chen almost laughed at this. 

"I have no business with you all get out of my way quickly". 

Ye Chen tried to hold them all out of his way. 

"I Ask Again, Are you Ye Chen or not or I hit you" 

Men with bandages like mummies really shouted at Ye Chen. 

"Yes, I am Ye Chen, what do you want from me". 

Ye Chen had already lost his temper and challenged these bad guys. 

"Good, you two Quickly break the legs of this person" 

The man with the Mummy Bandage on his head ordered his two men who were carrying Weapons to hit 

Ye Chen. 

Bang . ! 

Before the man with the bandage on the head could laugh, Ye Chen had already hit his head until it 

bounced a few meters, and the head of the man with the bandage crashed into a street light pole. 

The two bad guys could only see their boss being hit by Ye Chen. 



The two bad guys immediately used an iron pipe and a wooden stick to hit Ye Chen. 

Bang . . Bang . . Bang . . Bang . . Bang . . Bang . . Bang . . 

They both beat Ye Chen with all their might Samapai Iron pipe crooked and broken wooden sticks. 

The Two Criminals saw a bent pipe and a broken wooden stick with horror. 

what made those two bad guys feel weird was that Ye Chen was still standing like a sturdy wall. 

"Oh, the massage was comfortable enough now, get lost" 

Ye Chen raised the collar of the two bad guys, then slammed their heads at each other as hard as 

possible. 

The two bad guys immediately felt pain in their heads, Ye Chen then walked towards the man who was 

wearing a bandage. 

The bandage that this person is wearing now Apart and this bad guy is showing his real face. 

People’s faces were familiar to Ye Chen, even though the state of people’s faces was as thick as Ye 

Chen’s still remembering this person, yes this bad guy was the blond haired man who was looking for 

trouble with Ye Chen while at the antic goods exhibition. 

"Say who sent you" 

Ye Chen grabbed the blonde man’s hair and asked. 

"Brother, my grandfather, I’m sorry for confusing you just now, the person who asked me to beat me 

was Sen Tu" 

The blond man tried to look for mercy on Ye Chen. 

"Sen Tu" Ye Chen muttered. 

It turned out that one of the pursuers of Zhao Yanyan was in his class yesterday, Ye Chen had warned 

him yesterday and it seemed like Sen Tu didn’t take him seriously. 

"Just look later I will definitely make that person regret" 

Zhao Yanyan was now his woman, Ye Chen would not let others have bad thoughts on him. 

"I don’t know what your name is but if in the future you dare to look for trouble again then there won’t 

be anything else in the future" 

Ye Chen had no business with these people, so Ye Chen let them go, and continued on his way to school. 

After Ye Chen left, the two people whose head hurts could finally wake up, the two men approached the 

blond man and helped him up. 

"Boss, what do we do now should we release that person" 

These two bad guys were a little afraid of Ye Chen because of his weirdness, they both had beaten him 

up and nothing happened to Chen Chen. 



"Let go? After what he did to us, how can I get rid of this person named Ye Chen " 

The blond haired man had just come out of the hospital this morning and now some of his teeth seemed 

to fall out by Ye Chen’s punch, how could a blond haired man get rid of Ye Chen. 

"Let’s go back, I’ll ask Big Wolf’s big brother for this problem" 

After that the three of them left right on that too by walking a little staggered. 

After a few minutes Ye Chen finally arrived at his class smoothly without any other interference. 

Zhao Yanyan seemed to have arrived early and as usual read a book. 

"wife" 

Ye Chen mamangil and hurried off to the side of Zhao Yanyan’s seat. 

"Ah !! Ye Chen doesn’t call me like that in public " 

Zhao Yanyan who was reading the book was shocked by Ye Chen’s call earlier. 

"Okay Yanyan, so are you used to being a cultivator? " 

Ye Chen asked whether Zhao Yanyan was getting used to being a cultivator. 

"Yes, I like it, you know. After I woke up this morning and tried to memorize the contents of the book, in 

just one reading I could remember it very clearly". 

"It’s good that Yanyan likes it, so does Teacher Lin know about our relationship" 

Ye Chen changed the topic towards Lin Rouxi 

"It’s your fault, you know, in fact I was really scolded for more than half an hour, luckily I could find an 

excuse if I didn’t. . . " 

Zhao Yanyan complained to Ye Chen. 

"If not, what? " 

Ye Chen wanted to know the continuation of Zhao Yanyan’s words. 

"Ah, forget it, oh yeah Ye Chen seems like your relationship with Rouxi’s sister is quite special, 

Yesterday’s sister Rouxi calls you to her personal room, right? " 

Now it’s Zhao Yanyan’s turn to change the subject. 

"My relationship with Lin Rouxi is not special, it can only be teachers and students". 

"Then tell me what you did yesterday in Lin Rouxi’s sister’s room." 

"Ah, that question" 

Ye Chen was a little confused. Must say how, because yesterday Ye Chen had lunch with Teacher Lin 

Rouxi in the riding room and let Zhao Yanyan wait until he was kidnapped. 



If Ye Chen said it, surely Zhao Yanyan would be angry, because that was Ye Chen confused to answer it. 

Seeing Chen Chen’s doubts, Yanyan Segara said. 

"Ye Chen, so you don’t want to be honest with me". 

Zhao Yanyan seemed to want to cry. 

So Ye Chen had no choice but to be honest with Zhao Yanyan that happened yesterday in Lin Rouxi’s 

room. 

Zhao Yanyan: "hahaha, so it was just lunch together, I did not think that your relationship was that 

close" 

Ye Chen: "That is the reward for healing only Yanyan" 

Zhao Yanyan: "I don’t think it’s just for making food, you know. Even though Rouxi’s older sister makes 

you food, but if I eat with a man I’ve never seen before, even every invitation from the male pursuers of 

Rouxi’s sister is always in ignore it ". 

Ye Chen: "You mean? " 

Ye Chen did not understand the meaning of Zhao Yanyan 

"I mean, maybe Rouxi’s sister has feelings for you". 

Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen. 

"Huh, it’s impossible for people like Teacher Lin to be interested in me, he just regards me as a student 

all this time" 

Ye Chen recalled that every time Lin Rouxi would always only advise him on the subject and also his 

future career, and Lin Rouxi never discussed Love or anything when they were both. 

"Nothing is impossible in this world, you know women are very complicated creatures, 

Zhao Yanyan said as he smiled. 

Zhao Yanyan "Ye Chen, I’m so glad you want to be honest with me, I don’t mind if you have another 

woman, but I hope that you will always love me in your heart forever". 

Ye Chen: "Yanyan you will always be the woman I love most in this life and the life to come" 

Ye Chen took Zhao Yanyan’s hand to make his promise 

Zhao Yanyan who heard this His heart felt very sweet and happy. 

"Master, isn’t that great? Zhao Yanyan Agree. You have other women, so in the future there won’t be 

any more problems." 

Chu Yuechan’s voice spoke in his mind. 

"This is none of your business" 

Ye Chen said nonchalantly 



"Hehehe, at least make a little happy expression why, basic not cool" 

After saying Chu Yeuchan kept quiet and said nothing more. 

Ye Chen and also Zhao Yanyan continued the conversation until the lesson began. 

The teacher who taught in the morning was not Lin Rouxi but a middle-aged male teacher, Lin Rouxi 

would teach at noon. 

During the Rest Zhao Yanyan got an incoming message on his cellphone. 

"Who?" Ye Chen asked curiously. 

"This is Lin Rouxi’s sister, she said you must go to her room now there is also an important matter." 

Zhao Yanyan read the contents of the message, Lin Rouxi knew that Zhao Yanyan and Ye Chen were now 

good friends, but Lin Rouxi did not know that they were actually a pair of lovers. 

Therefore Lin Rouxi sent a message to Zhao Yanyan who was at the same table as Ye Chen. 

"Maybe it’s lunch today, then go now or Rouxi’s sister will be angry again". 

Zhao Yanyan encouraged Ye Chen to go to Lin Rouxi’s place. 

Zhao Yanyan planned to make Lin Rouxi a woman of Ye Chen, so that Zhao Yanyan would no longer be 

afraid that Lin Rouxi would report to his grandfather. 

Zhao Yanyan’s grandfather was a strict person to Zhao Yanyan, which made Zhao Yanyan have a few 

friends until now because he was too restricted. 

Fortunately after living together with Lin Rouxi, Zhao Yanyan felt a little free now. 

But if Lin Rouxi reported it to his grandfather, it was very likely that Zhao Yanyan would have to go home 

to his grandfather again. 

So if Zhao Yanyan and Lin Rouxi were on the same boat, then Lin Rouxi would not report it to his 

grandfather. 

That was the Perfect Plan, Zhao Yanyan did not know when that plan began to cross his mind. 

Ye Chen arrived at Lin Rouxi Rouangan, when he entered the room, the food in the box had been neatly 

arranged by Lin Rouxi. 

"Oh, looks like it’s going to taste good." 

Ye Chen immediately pulled out a chair and sat face to face with Lin Rouxi. 

Ye Chen then began to eat the food provisions, Ye Chen felt strange because Lin Rouxi rarely spoke to 

him as usual, who would ask Ye Chen various things. 

Even until finished Lin Rouxi still rarely spoke. 

"Is Teacher Lin angry at me?" Ye Chen said in his heart. 

After finishing eating Ye Chen said goodbye and left Lin Linxi’s room. 



Right now Lin Rouxi’s face was very red, in his mind the incident of the indirect kiss yesterday always 

loomed in his mind, which was a shame to start talking to Ye Chen. 

So Lin Rouxi from the beginning only bowed his head while eating with Ye Chen. 

After exiting the room Lin Rouxi Ye Chen returned to his class, and met Zhao Yanyan. 

"Oh Ye Chen, you’re back, so fast" 

Zhao Yanyan questioned Ye Chen. 

"Of course I will quickly return to accompany Yanyan dear" 

Ye Chen came and hugged Zhao Yanyan, fortunately the class was pretty quiet during recess and there 

were only Ye Chen and also Zhao Yanyan in the class. 

"Ye Chen, are you still hungry?" Zhao Yanyan asked. 

Ye Chen: "So what? " 

"Today I bring food, how about we eat together" 

Zhao Yanyan pulled out a box of food from under the table. 

"Yes, let’s just go to the Elves’ gate, there won’t be anyone disturbing us." 

Ye Che then dragged Zhao Yanyan to a deserted place so that when they came out no one would know. 

Ye Chen and also Zhao Yanyan were like having a picnic, the view at the fairy gate was very beautiful, 

even when they ate they were very romantic feeding each other. 

Ye Chen just remembered that he planted the Peach Heaven yesterday it should have grown now. 

Ye Chen then went to the medicinal garden for a while and saw that the ore Yang Ye Chen had planted 

yesterday had now become a big tree and it was really fruitful and the fruit was much bigger than a 

peach in general. 

Even though the fruit is around 30, Ye Chen mememtik fruit around 5 and took to Zhao Yanyan to eat 

together. 

Ye Chen suddenly left without speaking first to Zhao Yanyan, when Ye Chen returned and he brought 5 

pieces that looked like peaches but were very large in size. 

"What fruit husband is that? " 

Zhao Yanyan asked because he was very curious about the fruit Ye Chen was carrying. 

"It’s called Paradise Peaches, I’ve never eaten it before either, let’s try it together" 

Ye Chen took a knife from his storage room to peel the flower. 

"Husband, I’ll do it" 

Zhao Yanyan took the fruit and knife from Ye Chen’s hands and peeled the fruit. 



The strange thing is that this fruit does not have any seeds in it, only the fruit. Zhao Yanyan cuts it into 

small pieces so that it is easy to eat. 

Ye Chen saw that there were no striking differences with the local peaches on the market. 

Ye Chen took one piece from the peach and ate it. 

It tastes really really sweet and the body becomes very fresh after eating it. 

This was the most delicious food Ye Chen had ever eaten in this life. 

"Wife let’s try" 

Ye Chen then responded to Zhao Yanyan, Zhao Yanyan also felt the same way Zhao Yanyan had never 

eaten such delicious food. 

Zhao Yanyan took another piece and put it in his mouth 

In no time at all the five fruits had been consumed by Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan. 

"This fruit husband tastes very good, I think I want it again and again after eating it" 

It’s true that this fruit tastes extraordinary, if only this were sold would sell for thousands of dollars. 

Ye Chen finally had the idea to get money quickly. Ye Chen could sell this fruit at a high price, culinary 

lovers would definitely spend a lot of money for this momentary fruit. 

But the problem was who Ye Chen had to sell this Heaven peach on, Ye Chen began to think. 

"Ah, it’s also true why not ask for help from that woman. I’m sure that woman must have many 

connections to the rich people in this city." 

Ye Chen said in his heart 

"Hey you two, what are you doing?" 

Suddenly Chu Yuechan dantang out of nowhere. 

Zhao Yanyan "Our Yuechan’s sister just ate a delicious meal dear once it was finished". 

"Ah, you mean the heavenly peach? , this fruit is a very rare fruit, it is said that there are only 3 seedlings 

in the god’s alah, at the time there was one god who planted the seed and every fruit is fruitful eating 

other gods will scramble to get it, because of the taste of the fruit this is very extraordinary delicious ". 

Chu Yuechan explained to Zhao Yanyan. 

Ye Chen began to understand why this fruit did not have ore in it, because indeed this fruit could not be 

planted, which made it rare. 

Chapter 45 - Meet Liu Yue 

After Ye Chen and Zhao yanyan left the Fairy Gate they went to class as usual. 

Until the end of the school bell is heard, Ye Chen and also Zhao Yanyan left the school 



. After returning home from school Ye Chen intended to sell the Heavenly Peaches, a total of 25 

heavenly Peaches that Ye Chen had picked were put into a box container, Ye Chen did not leave for 

himself because he knew that the Heavenly Peaches were very fast to bear fruit, because that was Ye 

Chen. no need to be afraid of running out of stock of fruit. 

While on the road, many women always glanced at Ye Chen and Occasionally pointed at him, there were 

even a few girls who dared to come and ask for his contact information. 

Ye Chen had no idea that being popular was quite troublesome. 

Luckily Ye Chen immediately stopped the taxi and left the ladies’ trap. 

After 10 minutes Ye Ye’s journey finally arrived at the Liu company’s branch building, Liu’s company 

ranked first on the list of the Largest companies in the city. 

Not surprisingly, the branch office has a very tall and also magnificent building. 

Ye Chen wanted to enter the building, but Ye Chen was immediately stopped by the two middle-aged 

guards who were guarding the entrance. 

These two people seem to be security guards in this office 

"Hey, what do you need to come to this office?" 

Asked one of the two guards. 

"I came here Want to meet Miss Liu Yue to discuss Something with her" 

Ye Chen insisted that he wanted to meet with Liu Yue to the two guards. 

"Do you have an appointment to meet with president Liu Yue before?" 

Ye Chen: "No, I don’t have such an appointment with Miss Liu Yue." 

"Sorry our young people can’t let you in because you look quite suspicious" 

The two guards were suspicious of Ye Chen, what else was the big box currently carried by Ye Chen, 

maybe it was something dangerous for security in this place. 

"I want to meet with Miss Liu Yue right now so please get out of the way 

Ye Chen tried to take good care of the two guards from before him 

"You, we have tried not to use violence, if you insist then we are both not reluctant To use violence. 

The guard threatened Ye Chen by using violence 

Ye Chen raised his eyebrows this time because he wasn’t satisfied with the attitude of the two guards, 

did he look like a bad person? 

Seeing that Ye Chen had no intention of leaving this place, the two guards pulled out their clubs 

"Smelly Boy Prepare to Be Beaten" 

The two guards prepared to beat Ye Chen 



Ye Chen put the box he had brought to the floor and prepared to fight too. 

"All of you what are you doing, don’t you know that you are now blocking the entrance?" 

When Ye Chen and also the two guards would fight A female angry voice could be heard from behind 

them. 

When the three people saw it, they all saw a beautiful woman in professional clothes. 

This woman of course Y Ye Chen knew, This was Liu Yue, the person Ye Chen wanted to meet, Ye Chen 

had no idea that Liu Yue was outside at the moment. 

If Ye Chen knew, Ye Chen would not have spent time arguing with these two bad guards. 

"president Liu, we are giving lessons to this young man who claims to know you." 

The two guards immediately said that Liu Yue did not scold them. 

Liu Yue then looked at Ye Chen, especially that this young man was very handsome, even Liu Yue had 

never met a man as handsome as Ye Chen. 

Even though this young man looked familiar but Liu Yue did not remember that he had met Ye Chen 

before, Liu Yue tried to recall through her memories. 

Ye Chen immediately came to Liu Yue’s side 

"Miss Liu Yue do you still remember me? " 

Ye Chen then spoke with Liu Yue 

"Sorry I don’t know you, may I know who you are?" 

After searching in his memory Liu Yue never remembered meeting this handsome man before. 

"Son, you heard president Liu’s words just now, presidentLiu said that he doesn’t know you so hurry and 

get out of this place right now". 

The guard came forward, and tried to drive Ye Chen away. 

Ye Chen was not angry because Liu Yue did not remind because at that time Ye Chen was disguised as 

his appearance Ye Chen was completely hidden from Liu Yue. 

"This is Ms. Liu Yue, I’m Ye Chen, the person who sold you Zillao bracelets." 

Ye Chen tried to make Liu Yue remember. 

"Are you Ye Chen the person from the exhibition? " 

Liu Yue Looking Ye Chen up and down, Liu Yue was always curious about the person who had sold the 

bracelet to her because it was so mysterious, but today Liu Yue did not expect that the person who sold 

Zillao’s bracelet was in front of her, and a very handsome young man. 

"I’m glad Ms. Liu Yue still remembers me" 

Ye Chen laughed a little, then looked contemptuously towards the two guards. 



The two guards began to sweat all over their bodies, these guards did not expect that this young man 

would know Chairman Liu, if this easy man complained to Liu Yue then their career in riding would be 

over. 

"So, Mr. Ye Chen, what do you want with me?" 

Liu Yue wondered why Ye Chen was looking for him. 

"I want to try doing business with you, are you interested?" 

Ye Che immediately spoke to the main points. 

"Then let’s just talk about it in Mr. Ye Chen" 

Liu Yue invited Ye Chen to enter the building, Ye Chen took the box he was carrying and followed Liu Yue 

to walk to the entrance. 

The two guards were finally relieved because Liu Yue didn’t mind the two of them who made the burden 

on the hearts of the two guards disappear. 

Liu Yue who was going to walk to the entrance suddenly stopped and looked back "you two from today 

you are officially fired, you may return your uniforms to the office now" then Liu Yue immediately went 

with Ye Chen who followed him behind him. 

The two guards were initially happy because they were not scolded by Liu Yue, but after hearing these 

words came out of Liu Yue’s mouth the two guards were struck by lightning. 

The two guards can only regret their misfortune. As a security guard the basic salary in this place is very 

high 1500 dollars in one month, that is not a monthly bonus, whereas in other places the security 

guard’s salary is only 500 dollars a third of what can be obtained here. 

The two guards gloomily went to the security office to hand over their clothes 

Chapter 46 - Business 

When Ye Chen and Liu Yue entered the building, all the employees Ye Chen met always greeted Liu Yue. 

The reason why many Yang employees appreciate Liu Yue is because of his excellent leadership style, 

even receiving bonuses every year. 

Because he is an employee at the company, Liu Yue is really very prosperous. 

Some employees also noticed Ye Chen, a handsome man who was carrying a walking box behind 

President Liu Yue 

Liu Yue’s outside is at the very top of the building so check there for some decent time. 

When Ye Chen opened Liu Yue’s room, Ye Chen saw a very spacious room with an area of about 50 

square meters with a very luxurious interior. 

This room has very complete facilities, such as a home rather than an office. 

"Mr. Ye Chen will sit down first before I make drinks." 



Liu Yue invited Ye Chen to sit on a chair, and Liu Yue then went to the coffee machine to make coffee. 

If employees outside knew that their most respected president in this place made coffee for young 

people under the age of twenty they would have been astonished. 

Because the employees at this company knew about Liu Yue’s strong position in this city, even as a big 

boss from another company who was very arrogant and arrogant, when partnering with Liu Yue Bo 

there immediately changed that position to be very obedient like feared children. their teacher. 

The reason was quite simple, with just one word coming out of Liu Yue’s mouth it could easily determine 

the big boss’s company. 

As one of the normer companies in this city, Liu Yue’s company takes full advantage of the economic 

wheel in this city, so discussing other business matters is very much like the company owned by Liu Yue, 

even the mayor must give a face to Liu Yue. 

Liu Yue gave two cups of coffee on one table for her and one for Ye Chen. 

"Mr. Ye Chen" was drunk " 

Liu Yue said with a friendly smile to Ye Chen. 

"That’s not Liu Yue, you don’t need to be too formal. You can call me. Ye Chen only" 

"Oh, alright, Ye Chen, you can call me Liu Yue too, you don’t need to be too formal with me either" 

"Then Ye Chen, what business do you want from me?" 

Liu Yue asked Why Ye Chen suddenly asked to do business. 

"For Liu Yue Ye Chen is a person who is quite strong and mysterious, even her grandmother who has 

been sick for a long time can be healed in just a few days. 

Even professional doctors gave up on his grandmother at that time, which made Liu Yue even more 

desperate. 

Contact Liu Yue to meet with Chen Ye and buy Zillao’s bracelet and finally his grandmother was 

successfully resolved, and within a few days Liu Yue’s grandmother could be discharged from the 

hospital, even the doctor who won her grandmother saw this was a miracle. 

Therefore, Liu Yue was very grateful to Chen, for his help, Liu Yue knew the value of the Zillao Bracelet 

that sold Ye Chen must be the price agreed upon by Hundreds or even more expensive than what Ye 

Chen tried to try. 

"I came here to ask you to sell me something" 

You chen said that he wanted Liu Yue to sell his belongings. 

"What goods do I want to sell for you". 

Liu Yue wondered what object Ye Chen had, could it possibly be something that had magic like the Zillao 

Bracelet, if so then it would definitely be very expensive if sold. 



"I want you to sell these peaches for me" 

Ye Chen then opened the box he was carrying and its contents. Peaches issued were about 25 pieces. 

This time it was Liu Yue’s dumbfounded turn, Ye Chen had come all the way here and only wanted to sell 

peaches, why not come only to the market to sell fruit. 

"Eh, Ye Chen, if you want to sell peaches, why not go straight to the market?" 

Liu Yue said while waiting, a little dizzy with Ye Chen. 

"But this fruit is different from the others, it tastes really extraordinary" 

Ye Chen explained the difference of the peaches to Liu Yue. 

" extraordinary? , indeed the taste of a peach can taste that good " 

The taste of peaches has always been the same, indeed, what can make the difference. 

"If you don’t believe, why not try one?" 

Ye Chen then handed over the Heavenly Peaches to Liu Yue. 

Liu Yue received the Heaven peach, Liu Yue saw that this fruit was slightly larger than a peach in general. 

Liu Yue then took a knife and split the fruit and began to peel the skin. 

After being peeled and cut into pieces, Liu Yue took that one piece and put it in her Cery’s mouth. 

When Liu Yue felt it, it was really very sweet and very tasty, the body also felt very fresh after entering 

Liu Yue’s throat. 

Liu Yue had never eaten such delicious food in her life, Liu Yue then took another piece of fruit, until 

everything was finished quickly. 

Ye Chen Terseyum, it seems that the peaches of Heaven do indeed taste lurbiasa, even Liu Yue got 

addicted. 

It was true that Liu Yue was really addicted to the taste of Heavenly peaches, just by trying it once, Liu 

Yue was not satisfied with just eating 1. 

Liu Yue Mulau looked at the peaches in Ye Chen’s box. 

"Ye Chen may I ask for your two more peaches, I promise I will do whatever you want" 

Liu Yue approached Ye Chen Liu Yue said next to Ye Chen’s ear, a very soft voice and very seductive. 

Liu Yue didn’t care about being a dignified woman anymore, Liu Yue only wanted Heaven peaches from 

Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was almost absentminded to see the change of Liu Yue in a flash of time, from a woman with a 

dignified attitude to teasing Like this. 

Moreover, doing what Yang Ye Chen wanted for Liu Yue, Ye Chen began to fantasize about bringing Liu 

Yue the Queen of this business onto her bed. 



But Ye Chen shook his head and Quickly threw away his dirty thoughts, Ye Chen came here to do 

business, not to do that. 

"Fine, I’ll give you two more, but promise that you should help me sell them to rich people." 

Ye Chen said his request 

"Yes, I promise with that" 

Liu Yue immediately answered to quickly get the peach. 

Ye Chen then handed the two peaches to Liu Yue. 

"Thank you Ye Chen" 

Liu Yue was very thankful Ye Chen wanted to give him just this Heavenly peach. 

Seeing Liu Yue Like a little girl who just got her favorite candy, Ye Chen Terseyum. 

"So how are you going to sell these peaches?" 

Ye Chen asked how Liu Yue’s method was to sell it. 

"You arrived on time, today our company will auction off some goods, and we can promote this fruit at 

that auction too" 

Liu Yue said that today there will be an auction held by his company. 

"But how do I do it?" 

Ye Chen asked. 

"You don’t need to think about it. I already have my own plan for it." 

Liu Yue confidently said that. 

"Let’s prepare everything in advance" 

Liu Yue then stored the peach in a very safe place, then invited Ye Chen to go to the place where he held 

the auction. 

Chapter 47 - Auction 

Ye Chen left the building and headed to the car park, where the auction Ye Ye and Liu Yue were headed 

to was in another building not too far from here, so Ye Chen had to go there using the car to get there 

faster. 

After arriving at the parking lot of Liu Yue Inviting Ye Chen to the place where Liu Yue Parked her car, Liu 

Yue’s car is a Lamborghini Veneno which is one of the most expensive cars in the world today. 

"Ye Chen, Come on in. Otherwise, we can be late to get there" 

Liu Yue told Ye Chen to get into the car immediately. 



After entering inside Chen Chen saw the interior of a very nice and cool Spot car, Ye Chen had never 

ridden in a luxury car before, even touching a car like this could only be Ye Chen’s wishful thinking in the 

past. 

Liu Yue immediately stepped on the Gas pedal and immediately drove to the Building where the auction 

would be held. 

Fortunately, the auction venue was not too far from, Liu Yue’s corporate headquarters. 

In a few minutes the car driven by Ye Chen reached the parking lot of the auction site, after getting out 

of Liu Yue Ye Chen’s car, he saw that there were many Luxury Cars neatly parked here. the cheapest 

prices of cars that are here are almost hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

It looks like these cars belong to people who attend this auction, people who attend this auction are all 

really very rich people 

"Let’s go in" 

After getting out of the car Liu Yue immediately went with Ye Chen to enter the building. 

At the entrance to the Ye Chen Building and also Liu Yue had been welcomed by female and male 

receptionists, the receptionist’s attitude was very polite because they knew that they were the 

company’s big president. 

"Take us to Uncle Qin’s place" 

Liu Yue spoke to one of the receptionists. 

"President Liu, sir, please follow me." 

The receptionist immediately rushed to get Liu Yue satisfied with the service. 

The servant looked at Ye Chen and Liu Yue in a special room, when he entered Ye Chen saw that there 

was a middle-aged man who was focused on researching something quite strange. 

"Uncle Qin" Liu Yue called the middle-aged man. 

Middle-aged man immediately turned around and put down his work and went towards Ye Chen and Liu 

Yue. 

"President Liu what do you want to come here" 

Qin Guan asked Liu Yue Very politely, Qin Guan very rarely saw Liu Yue coming to this inspection site. 

Usually Liu Yue comes and goes directly to the Vip chair to see the auction course, that’s why Qin Guan 

rarely sees Liu Yue coming to his workplace 

"This uncle of my friend Qin wants to auction off something whether there is still a quota left for it". 

Liu Yue while pointing at Ye Chen who was behind him. 

"Of course we still have a lot of quota for that, so what did President Liu’s friend want to sell?" 



Qin Guan wondered what this young man wanted to sell, especially the large box Ye Chen was currently 

carrying. 

"Ye Chen put your box on the table and let uncle Qin do the procedure first." 

Qin Guan approached the table and was curious about the contents of this box, then Qin Guan opened it 

and inside it turned out to be a Fruit. 

"President Qin, what does this mean? " 

Qin Guan had usually found strange items during the Check Procedure, while working here for many 

years this was the first time that Qin Guan had checked the fruit. 

"I want you to auction off this peach and the initial price is 20 thousand dollars" 

Liu Yue explained to Qin Guan 

"What President Liu is not kidding, this fruit would be like 20 thousand dollars for the initial price" 

Qin Guan hardly believed that this fruit would sell even if it was sold for 10 dollars, because the people 

who attended the auction were rich people. 

"You do not need to worry about quickly completing the procedure and do as I say" 

Liu Yue discussed the Plan so that this fruit can be sold during the auction later, Qin Guan nodded at the 

Liu Yue Plan 

After that Qin Guan immediately performed the Procedure, but Qin Guan did not know how to check 

this fruit because this was the first time he had done it. 

Because this is President Liu Qin Guan’s request to immediately pass this Heaven peach. 

"Ye Chen, let’s go to our seats." 

When Liu Yue looked back Ye Chen was gone, it turned out that Ye Chen was on the bookshelf and was 

reading some special books that recorded some historical objects in the past. 

Because Bored Waiting for Liu Yue and also Qin Guan to discuss the plan Ye Chen went to the bookshelf 

and read all the books on the shelf. 

Ye Chen had memorized all the contents of the book on this shelf in just a few minutes. 

When Liu Yue called, Ye Chen immediately placed the book and rushed back to Liu Yue. 

"Yes, let’s go" 

Liu Yue and Ye Chen also finally went to the room where the items would be auctioned. 

When Ye Chen entered the auction room, many people in fancy clothes Seling Chatting and drinking 

were waiting for the auction to begin. 

Liu Yue pulled Ye Chen off to the second floor where the Vip Room was located, on the top floor 

everything could be seen clearly and there were several walls separating the rooms from one another. 



While waiting for the auction to start, Liu Yue asked a few questions about the origin of Ye Chen. 

What made Liu Yue not really believe was that Ye Chen was still a high school student, and was a few 

years younger than Liu Yue Himself. 

"Ladies and gentlemen, please keep quiet, the auction will start soon" 

The auction host is a woman who is very sexy with her snake and very sassy. 

"Now, the attendees are the first item we will auction" 

The woman opened the cover that covered Ye Chen’s peaches, after opening the people began to ask 

what was the truth. 

"This is a peach, the initial price is 20 thousand dollars, offers starting from now" 

After the price was mentioned almost no one wanted to bid on Ye Chen’s peaches, the people began to 

pout and insult, how could only a peach enter a large auction like this. 

Many servants Immediately Entered and brought a plate containing peaches and distributed it to 

everyone. 

Liu Yue had anticipated this would happen, so Liu Yue had prepared 3 pieces to be distributed to the 

entire audience so that they knew how great the taste of the peaches was. 

"Now, ladies and gentlemen are the same peaches as we are auctioning now, please try" 

People started to try small pieces of fruit on the plate, when they put in small pieces of peaches they felt 

the same thing as Liu Yue, the people present had never tasted such delicious food before, even the 

food of five star restaurants they usually eat can not be compared with the taste of this peach. 

"I’m 25 thousand," one of the people began to bid on Ye Chen’s peach. 

"I’m not going to get it, I’m bidding 50 thousand for the fruit" 

People present began to bid one by one, even those who had previously insulted also started to bid on 

this Heaven peach. 

Until the price of Heavenly peaches reaches the price of hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

"Five hundred thousand dollars" Finally there is someone who dares to raise the price up to five 

thousand dollars. 

Although the peach tastes extraordinary but 500 thousand dollars is too expensive especially since this is 

still the first item auction. 

"Seven hundred thousand dollars" apparently there are still others who want to increase the price of 

this peach. 

Ye Chen just smiled at seeing this competition because after all Ye Chen got the most benefit from the 

competition of these people. 

"Seven hundred thousand dollars does anyone still want to bid again" 



The female organizer asked the audience present at this place. 

But these people were silent and no one dared to bid higher. 

"If no one wants more then I will announce the winner, congratulations to Mr. Number 20 for bringing 

this peach." 

The female auctioneer congratulates the person who won the peach. 

Some people seemed quite disappointed because they could not bring the delicious peach home. 

"So we proceed to the second item" 

After that the auctioneer opened the cover of the second item and it was still a peach. 

Some people who were previously disappointed were immediately excited and waiting for the initial 

price and preparing to start bidding again. 

Chapter 48 - Reideran Pendant Necklace 

The second peach auction was valued at five hundred and fifty thousand dollars, then the Peach auction 

continued until the twenty Ye Chen’s heavenly peaches were sold and Ye Chen had a profit of around 12 

million dollars, that was a number Ye Chen had never imagined that Paradise peaches can be sold that 

much. 

Finally, Chen Chen’s dream to change his life has been fulfilled in just one day. Ye Chen has become a 

young millionaire. 

The people who got the peaches were very happy, some of them immediately paid and took the 

heavenly peaches, then the people who won them, hugged the heaven peaches like a very valuable item 

to them. 

People who can’t get peaches are disappointed, even just eating one bite they still can’t forget the taste 

of peaches in heaven. 

"Ye Chen is saved because all of your peaches have been sold at a very high price." 

Liu Yue, who always sat next to Ye Chen and continued to observe the auction proceedings, 

congratulated Ye Chen, after all of Ye Chen’s fruit was successful at the auction. 

"This is also thanks to the help of your Liu Yue, if not an auction from your company then surely my 

Peaches will only sell thousands of dollars" 

Ye Chen was grateful for the help Liu Yue had given him. 

"Then don’t forget to often give me Peaches for free if you only have them, okay?" 

Liu Yue likes being called by Ye Terseyum’s sister with a beautiful and charming character that can make 

men captivated by their smile. 

" okay " 

"Well, let’s continue with the next item" 



The master of ceremonies continues to auction the next item, the next auction items include antiquity, 

paintings, jewelry, etc. 

The items that were auctioned turned out to have quite fantastic price values as well even some that 

were bargained by millions of people who attended this auction. 

Ye Chen was quite disappointed because all items were just ordinary items, but Ye Chen hoped to find 

treasure in this auction. 

"Now, ladies and gentlemen, finally we have arrived at the end of today’s auction, and this time there 

will be 3 Last items that we will auction to all people here, quickly bring the first item here" 

The master of ceremonies tells someone to bring a special item to the front of the stage which is also 

covered by a piece of cloth. 

Ye Chen immediately raised his eyebrows. After this item was brought out, because Ye Chen felt that 

inside the cloth was a spiritual instrument, but Ye Chen did not know what Tier Artifact it was. 

The host then opened the cover and a white pendant necklace with a fairly complicated pattern Exposed 

to all the people in this place. 

"Ye Chen, you must get the pendant necklace" 

This time Chu Yuechan’s voice was heard in Ye Chen’s head. 

"Yuechan, do you know what spiritual device this is, and in what Tier is it?" 

Ye Chen Asked what spiritual instrument this was because Ye Chen could not identify it. 

"This is a celestial Tier spiritual instrument, I also didn’t expect that such a High Tier artifact could 

appear in a place like this, otherwise the name of this artifact is the Reideran Pendant necklace" 

Chu Yuechan explained the name of the artifact to be auctioned. 

Ye Chen had heard from Gu Xuan that above Tier 10 there were still other tiers, namely the Earth Tier, 

the Heaven Tier, the Legend Tier, and the most Peak was the Heavenly Tier. 

Heavenly Tier is a spiritual tool that has the ability to oppose the laws of the world until now no one 

knows how this spiritual tool was made, even experts in Spiritual Weapons In the heyday of the Gods 

were only able to make Tier Legend, even though it took hundreds to millions of years to make spiritual 

tools Tier Legend. 

The reason for the old manufacturing is because to get ingredients in Tier Legend is very difficult to get. 

As for the Heavenly Tier, held by 4 True Gods, and 5 Demon Emperors, the sage deity is the only deity 

who does not have a Heavenly Tier spiritual instrument, but the sage deity remains recognized as the 

most powerful despite the spiritual tools of the Heavenly Tier. 

for the current era the earth Tier spiritual instrument alone is difficult to find, even if the earth tier 

spiritual instrument Appears then there will definitely be bloodshed of many Cultivators in the Goddess 

Religion. 



And Ye Chen this time discovered the Heavenly Tier spiritual instrument. How could Ye Chen want to 

release it? 

"Yue Chan do you know what the function of this spiritual device is?" 

Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan the purpose of the Reideran Pendant. 

"What I read from the book of this spiritual tool can fully hide the power of the wearer, if usually the 

spiritual tool hides the power if you use your power will be exposed by others, but if you use this 

Reideran Pendant necklace, even if you release your real power, this bracelet can still hide your level " 

Refreshing explanation from Chu Yuu Ye Chen, interested to have this Reideran Pendant necklace, this 

Reideran Pendant necklace is very useful for Ye Chen in the future, because it can make the enemy off 

guard. 

When Fighting, cultivators are very careful with enemies who hide their strength, but if the Enemy is 

known to be weak then the cultivator will brittle and relax his defenses, when Wearing this Reideran 

pendant necklace Like a dragon disguised as a Sheep waiting for the wolf and eating it. 

"And there is still one more ace that is possessed by this Reideran Pendant necklace, you can store your 

strength in this necklace and when your power is released it will become a frightening weapon, the 

longer the power that accumulates Strong Man is also an attack that is issued, but the weakness of the 

enemy can also avoid it " 

Chu Yuechan said that a hidden card can be used by this Reideran Pendant Necklace. 

"Ladies and gentlemen, this pendant necklace is found in a cave in the depths of the forest, and our 

people do not know the usefulness of this object, but they are quite old, the person who invented this 

pendant will want to sell it at an initial price of 2 million, offers start from Now" 

After being announced by the female host, there are still no people who dare to bid because the 

information is very minimal. 

The lady of the show is disappointed because no one wants to bid on this item, the lady of the show 

doesn’t know how it can, the pendant necklace is very lacking in information This can get to the top of 

the auction event. 

Because at the top of an auctioned item, many people will start offering it, but now after 30 seconds 

there is still no one who wants to bid on this pendant necklace. 

The female presenter is quite awkward because all this time, the female presenter has never met such 

specialists while at the top of the auction item. 

"Two million one hundred" 

People present immediately turned around and saw that the voice came from the VIP room above, the 

people in the VIP room were usually people who had quite a lot of assets, because that was quite 

troublesome to compete with those in the VIP room. 

Chapter 49 - Luck Above Misfortune 



The person who bargained in the Vip Room was of course Ye Chen, Ye Chen hoped that if there were no 

people who would compete because Ye Chen needed only about 12 million dollars, if the rich people in 

the VIP room participated then Ye Chen would definitely lose 

Liu Yue: "You Chen are also interested in antiques too ?, But this item is of origin and its use is unclear. 

Maybe this is just an ordinary Liontik that is always dropped by the past" 

Ye Chen: "I’m Interested in This Pendant Necklace" 

You Chen can’t possibly tell its usefulness because maybe Liu Yue won’t understand either. 

+ Announcer: "Ladies and gentlemen? No one wants to bid anymore? If not, then the Master in the Vip 

Room will get this Liontin necklace." 

You Chen Happy Because no one wants to bid on a Reideran Pendant necklace, this feels even easier. 

"Two million five hundred thousand" 

Suddenly someone else also offered this item and this time His voice also came from another VIP room. 

Ye Chen did not expect that if other people bargained, it seemed that this would not be as easy as Ye 

Chen thought. 

From the sound of the person Yang had just bargained for was a woman, and this woman was right on 

the other side of Ye Chen’s room. 

Ye Chen: "two million six hundred thousand" 

Ye Chen gritted his teeth and began to bid as well 

Mysterious Woman: "4 million" 

Women on the other hand also raised the price of the offer very crazy. 

You Chen is quite curious who this woman is ?, Is this woman also a cultivator and also knows about the 

origins of the Reideran Pendant necklace. 

Ye Chen used his spirit Sensei and this woman was just an ordinary woman, Ye Chen could not find any 

trace of strength in this woman’s body. 

You Chen had no choice but to participate in this game with this woman. 

Ye Chen "four million one hundred thousand" 

Ye Chen bid again. 

Mysterious woman "five million" 

Women on the other hand continue to raise their bid prices 

Liu Yue "You Chen, just forget about the inappropriate things with five million dollars." 

Liu Yue tried to convince Ye Chen to give up, because the price raised by the woman on the side was 

very unreasonable. 



Because the woman on the side can enjoy the VIP Room and its owner, Liu Yue does not believe in 

wealthy women. Like this, it could be the woman next to Play with Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen: "No Liu Yue I must get the locket necklace" 

How could Ye Chen want to give up something valuable? Such a value cannot be measured with money 

on this earth. 

You Chen can get more money in the future, but it will be difficult to find God in the future, therefore 

you Chen will not accept unless you have no money to offer it again. 

Ye Chen: "six million" 

Ye Chen raised it again 

Mysterious woman: "Million freedom" 

The woman on the side casually raises the price again 

Ye Chen "ten million" 

Ye Chen shouted loudly, his voice made the people attending the auction shocked. 

Because he was angry Ye Chen had forgotten to defeat his strength, Liu Yue who was near Ye Chen was 

also quite shocked by the voice that had just been released by Ye Chen. 

After that the woman next to her would no longer bid and be quiet, Ye Chen would take this woman’s 

aura and want to know who was 

+ Announcer: "1. . . . 2 . . ., 3. .... ., welcome to the master who is in the VIP room for winning the auction 

for this item. " 

The auctioneer gave Congratulations to Ye Chen. 

Poor Ye Chen had to lose the ten million dollars he had just gotten today, and only received two million. 

+ Announcer: "Well, let’s move on to the next item" 

The second item is a painting from the century BC and the initial price of this painting is also 2 million 

dollars, and this painting has been authenticated. 

Soon many historical antic collectors began offering it, the final price of this painting was 15 million 

dollars won by buyers who needed the VIP Room as well. 

+ Announcer: "And Now we have arrived at the last auction which will also close this auction" 

Waiters immediately bring items in the form of a document to the stage. 

+ Announcer: "This is a certificate of land and villa on the land and the initial price is 1 million dollars and 

the increase cannot be less than one hundred thousand dollars, now start bidding" 

After the woman on the stage started the price. No one started to bid on that certificate, Ye Chen was 

quite confused with this incident, a villa worth 1 million was very cheap at all, but the people here were 

not immediately started whether they were stupid or what . 



It also happened that Ye Chen didn’t have a place to live, Ye Chen still had the 2 million dollar left. Why 

not try your luck. 

Ye Chen: one million One hundred thousand 

Ye Chen didn’t think much and immediately offered it. 

"May I know which villa you are selling" 

The audience did not start bidding because they did not know which villa to sell, so one of these people 

asked. 

People here are not stupid. Maybe a villa will be auctioned with an initial price of 1 million dollars, even 

the worst price is initially 5 ~ 10 million dollars. 

There are two possible places that are far from the settlement or something odd in the villa. 

+ Announcer: This is a villa in golden eagle district number 22 

After the host said the location of the villa, everyone immediately shuddered, Villa number 22 in the 

golden eagle district was famous for the curse villa. 

The owner of the villa has experienced many strange things, from being haunted, accidents that have 

befallen, to mysterious illnesses that have led to death, and the company has suddenly gone bankrupt. 

That’s why the villa is no longer someone who wants to buy it, even though the villa’s property value is 

estimated at almost 100 million dollars, but with such risks, even if it’s given for free, surely the people 

here are not willing to accept it. 

Ye Chen: Liu Yue, do you know a little information about the villa. 

Ye Chen asked Liu Yue after seeing the reaction of the people downstairs. 

Liu Yue slightly raised her eyebrows and said: "The villa is only a few villas away from where I live, and 

the rumor is that many people have become victims of the malignancy of the house, from starting to 

contract strange diseases, accidents, until some become crazy, but I must admit that the villa is much 

better than what I have at the moment ". 

Liu Yue explained about the damned villa to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen "oh, so the reason people don’t want to bargain is because the reason is like that". 

Ye Chen was not afraid even after Liu Yue said the villa was cursed, it only made Ye Chen even more 

curious what made the villa become like that. 

Liu Yue: "Ye Chen, I suggest that you immediately cancel to bid on the villa, I will help." 

Liu Yue was afraid that Ye Chen would have the same fate as the previous owner of the Villa. 

Ye Chen: "Thank you for worrying about me, but no need to worry because I can handle that" Ye Chen 

said that with great confidence. 



Liu Yue saw Ye Chen’s conviction, and just remembered that Ye Chen was also quite a mysterious person 

too, Ye Chen could even Heal his grandmother Yang even your doctor gave up on his grandmother’s 

condition. 

Liu Yue: "If you are confident enough then I will not forbid you again". 

From the very beginning to the end, nobody even dared to bid on the villa, so the villa was finally 

officially Ye Chen’s. 

Ye Chen was lucky enough to get a villa worth 100 million at a price of only 1 million dollars 

Since the auction was over, people also began to leave their seats, many people saw the rooms of Chen 

Ye Vip and Liu Yue and felt sorry for buying the damned villa. 

Ye Chen and also Liu Yue also decided to go and pick up the auctioned items. 

Chapter 50 - Demons 

Ye Chen and Liu Yue went to the pick-up place to collect the goods from the auction, when they arrived 

there were also some people who bought the items that had been won at the auction. 

First of all Ye Chen took the proceeds from selling the Peach Heaven, usually the result of the total 

auction would be cut by 7% and given to the organizer was Liu’s company. 

But because Liu Yue was with Ye Chen, all the money Ye Chen had gotten at the auction was not cut in 

the slightest. 

You Chen saw that his twelve-million-dollar card was now charged, but it was rejected that still had to 

be used to pay for the Reideran Pendant and Villa’s necklace. 

After making all the money payments on the Ye Chen Account card, only nine hundred thousand dollars. 

You Chen immediately cursed the Reideran Pendant necklace and tried its use, you Chen can only ask 

that this necklace is fine and not damaged, otherwise Ye Chen would be very lucky to buy 10 Million 

dollars. 

After using it you can set its power very freely, you can set the cultivation base that is seen by others. 

Ye Chen hid his strength into a level three Martial Realm, now his enemy would definitely consider him 

weak. 

Then Ye Chen saw the ownership letter of the Villa along with his land, and the Key to Owning the Villa. 

Ye Chen wanted to see immediately what kind of villa he had bought. 

Ye Chen: Liu Yue I will go to the Golden Eagle District to see the villa that I have purchased. 

Liu Yue: "If that’s the case, if I just take you there," Liu Yue offered you to take Ye Chen to the villa. 

Ye Chen: "Alright let’s see the villa together 

Suddenly Liu Yue’s cellphone was bordered, Liu Yue took the call and exchanged a few words for the 

person who called him. 



After several minutes Liu Yue finally turned off the call, and Liu Yue lent me a little pleasure after getting 

the call. 

Ye Chen: What’s up, Ye Chen asked after seeing the changes. 

"Looks like my company is at least a problem and I have to go back there right now, sorry that I can’t 

accompany you to see the villa." Liu Yue said with regret to Ye Chen ... 

Ye Chen "It doesn’t matter I can go there myself, I immediately resolve the problem in your company 

first". 

After that Ye Chen and Also Liu Yue exchanged telephone contacts to make it easy to connect with each 

other. 

After Liu Yue left, Ye Chen decided to see if the villa was worth living, and to save time, Ye Chen flew to 

the Golden Eagle District. 

The Golden Eagle district is filled with luxury villas, it is indeed fitting to be the location of the richest 

people in the city. 

Ye Chen was looking for the villa he had just bought, after he had found Ye Chen finally found the same 

villa as the picture that was given with the Villa Ownership Contract. 

You Chen saw the villa involved 200x200M with 4 floors and the condition is still quite good because 

there are many liars whose bodies around this villa, in the description Also mentioned if this villa still has 

3 underground floors as well. 

Related to this villa is not occupied for a long time, a villa of this size If Normally Maybe expensive can be 

Tens even more than millions of dollars. 

You Chen is very lucky to receive it at a super cheap price. 

Ye Chen descended and walked towards the entrance of the Villa, when Ye Chen reached the front 

entrance Ye Chen received evil energy from inside this villa. 

It seems like Ye Chen’s conjecture was true that inside this Villa there must be an evil spirit, Ye Chen 

opened the door and walked into the villa. 

Inside the villa the condition was very dusty, because for a long time not lived, Ye Chen walked to look 

around inside this villa. 

When Ye Chen wanted to climb the stairs to the second floor Ye Chen saw a strange black lump that had 

red eyes and a sharp Mouth. 

"Hahaha there is another strange man who dares to come here, just look at me will definitely make you 

feel incredible despair" evil spirits laugh very happy 

Ye Chen heard what the evil spirit had just said, Ye Chen looked at this evil spirit with a hostile look. 

The reason the people who bought this villa received bad luck were all turned out to be caused by this 

evil spirit, although Ye Chen had never met an evil spirit before, but Gu Xuan never explained the details 

of the evil spirit to Ye Chen. 



The evil spirit who felt the gaze of Ye Chen, immediately stopped Laughing and Seeing Ye Chen. 

The evil spirit Seeing the human in front of him looking at him with a look of hostility, the evil spirit 

believed that Ye Chen was a normal human being and it was impossible to see it. 

The evil spirit then moved to the left and right, Ye Chen’s eyes followed wherever the direction of the 

evil spirit was 

"Can you see me?" The evil spirit asked Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen: "Of course I can see you, and I will also hear what you just said very clearly". 

Evil spirits Don’t believe ordinary people This can see its form "Pretty human attracts you are the first 

person who can see my whereabouts" The evil spirit gave praise to Ye Chen. 

"No pleasantries I will destroy you soon" Ye Chen issued a faith to destroy this evil spirit 

Evil Spirits: "Humans are quite arrogant, let’s see how strong your strength is, with the arrogance you 

have". 

Evil spirits pulled chains of darkness from within his body 

"Ye Chen, be careful with that chain, that chain can hurt your soul" Chu Yue chan warns Ye Chen the 

danger of the chain being released 

"Alright, I understand." Ye Chen threw his talisman towards the evil spirit, the jima exploded and let out 

a light, this light could definitely destroy this evil spirit. 

After the Light disappeared it turned out that the evil spirit was still staying in the place while smiling. 

Evil spirits: "Hahaha Stupid man tried to use such low-class talismans to destroy me, do you think I’m a 

Teri class evil spirit" 

An evil spirit, insulted Ye Chen with spicy words that came out of his mouth. 

Fire came out from Ye Chen’s body and around Ye Chen, seeing that the talisman Ye Chen had made did 

not work against this evil spirit, it could be ascertained that this evil spirit must have a high enough 

power rating. 

"One hundred thousand fire swords" The fire around Ye Chen formed a sword that flew behind Ye Chen. 

Even though his name was one hundred thousand fire swords, Ye Chen could only display the first of the 

5 existing levels. 

This is the fire inheritance technique left by the Sage God in Ye Chen’s Memory. 

Ye Chen used his mind to scatter the sword towards the evil spirit. 

Evil spirits Don’t stay still The chains in their bodies also start to move "The Chain of Soul Suckers" 

"Bang. . . . , Bang. . . . , "The sound of a collision between Ye Chen’s fire sword and also the chain of evil 

spirits. 



Ye Chen had no idea that this evil spirit possessed strength that was strong enough as well, although Ye 

Chen still held back his strength so as not to destroy this villa, but the attack that was carried out by Ye 

Chen was strong enough to Threaten the Taham Sky Realm. 

This evil spirit can fend off Ye Chen’s attack quite easily, it seems like Ye Chen must be serious now. 

"Go" Ye Chen mobilized all of his swords towards the spirit and swirled around the evil spirit as if he 

were forming a sword, the evil spirit tried to escape from the sword prison, but unfortunately only 

healed the flame sword. 

"Hell prison" swirling swords emit flames and burn the evil spirits in them. 

"Argggggg" desperate cries of evil spirits echoed throughout the room. 

After there were no more screams, Chen Chen stopped the Hell Prison technique and saw that the evil 

spirit had disappeared, the matter about this villa could finally be resolved. 

Ye Chen turned around and wanted to see the rooms in this villa. 

But suddenly Ye Chen felt something dangerous approaching him "bammm. . . . "Ye Chen reflexively 

wept with both of his wrists and retreated a few meters. 

Although Ye Chen’s hand was not hugged, Ye Chen felt pain. 

Ye Chen saw that the evil spirit was still alive 

"Hahahaha, why kid, are you surprised to see me still alive, you think it’s easy to defeat me. An evil spirit 

that has lived for centuries" The evil spirit laughed underestimated Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was quite sure that he had already eliminated this evil spirit but why was this evil spirit still alive 

again. 

Chu Yuechan: "Ye Chen, this evil spirit seems to open a connection with a spiritual item, if you want to 

destroy it, you should look for it around this house, then just destroy it". 

Chu Yue chan gave instructions on how to defeat the evil spirit at Ye Chen. 

After hearing Chu Yuechan’s explanation from Ye Chen immediately used his Spirit Sensei to all the 

House Officers to find the Spiritual Item that was meant by Chu Yue chan. 

That’s right after Ye Chen looked for Ye Chen to find a sword that emitted negative spiritual power that 

was right on the second floor. 

Ye Chen wasted no time, Ye Chen immediately passed the evil spirit and went to the second floor. 

"Now you want to run away from me, don’t dream about it" The evil spirit immediately chased after him 

with Ye Chen. 

After riding on the second floor Ye Chen saw an antic sword displayed on the wall, Ye Chen immediately 

took the sword. 

The evil spirit finally succeeded in catching up with Ye Chen 



Ye Chen: "Do you have any last words before you disappear from this world?" 

Ye Chen held the sword with both hands Prepared to break it. 

The evil spirit saw that Ye Chen’s source of life was held in fear by Ye Chen. 

Evil spirits: "Son, don’t do that, how about we just make peace? If you put down the sword, I’ll give you 

whatever you want". 

The evil spirit tried to bargain with Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen "So what can you give me? " 

Evil spirits: "I can give you strength, wealth, and women, how are you attracted to it" 

Evil spirits Give offers to Ye Chen, Evil spirits are very sneaky he gives offers like that so Ye Chen 

gives the sword which is the source of his life to him. 

After that if an evil spirit had a chance, an evil spirit would pierce Ye Chen from behind. This was a very 

perfect plan that could be thought of by an evil spirit. 

Ye Chen: "Really?" 

Evil spirits: "yes I promise" 

"Sorry, but I won’t believe in an evil spirit like you," Crackk. . . . . . . . . . . . Ye Chen broke the two swords 

with his hand. 

"No," the evil spirit immediately shouted as Ye Chen broke the sword. 

"Aghhhhh" The evil spirit’s body shines with a superior color and its body slowly turns into flakes and 

disappears into thin air. 

Finally the evil spirit is now completely destroyed, and the aura of this villa which was previously 

negative has now disappeared. 

Now all Ye Ye needed to do was clean the villa and install some arrays to make the villa safe. 

 


